**SnowEx** has introduced the Brine Pro 2000 brine maker. Brine Pro provides simple installation and automated operation, empowering end users to produce their own brine. Engineered for use with low-flow water input and standard 220VAC power sources, the Brine Pro is highly compatible for a variety of operations. It features intuitive touch-screen controls with separate modes for automatic and batch production, as well as a special cleaning mode. Its automatic salinity control helps ensure proper salt/water proportions with minimal effort from the operator. For additional information please visit SnowEx at www.snowexproducts.com.

**Trane**, a global provider of indoor comfort solutions and services and a brand of Ingersoll Rand, has expanded its ductless portfolio to include the new Trane® Water-Source VRF Ductless Systems. The new systems provide energy-efficient climate solutions for multi-tenant and diversely occupied buildings, including higher education facilities. Trane design experts can help specify VRF solutions for tall and historical structures, which often present unique challenges. For further information on Trane products visit www.trane.com.

**Rubbermaid Commercial Products** introduces the Executive Series Quick Cart, the durable mini-cart solution, empowering staff to maintain areas discreetly and efficiently. Blend seamlessly into any environment with this versatile solution. Perfect for housekeeping, day cleaning, maintenance, and more! For greater information on Rubbermaid Commercial Products please visit www.rubbermaid-commercial.com.

**Hubbell Lighting** announced that it has added an ultra-efficient, technologically advanced, compact exit sign—Dual-Lite’s EVE Series LED Exit Sign—to its selection of emergency lighting products. The newest member of the Evolution EV-LED emergency lighting family, the EVE Series is a compact architectural LED exit sign designed for efficiency, long life, fast installation, reliability, and low maintenance. The sleek and durable EVE Series provides bright and uniform illumination utilizing efficient, long-life red or green LEDs rated at over 100,000 hours or 10 years. For more information regarding Hubbell Lighting visit www.hubbellighting.com.

**Larson Electronics** reveals their temporary construction LED string lights. The ten 25-watt LED lamps on this work site light set provides higher quality light than 150-watt PAR38 lamps, while creating less heat and using less power. These LED lamps are suitable for wet areas, are extremely long lived, resistant to damage from impacts and vibrations, and consume far less energy than standard lamps. The LED bulbs in these hand lamps have no filament, making them resistant to damage from impacts and dropping. For additional information visit Larson Electronics at www.larsonelectronics.com.
LiftMaster announced the release of its new IPAC (Internet Protocol Access Control) system, the first Internet-enabled outdoor access control system with Voiceover Internet Protocol (VoIP). IPAC gives building managers of commercial facilities the ability to control a building’s access system from any device or browser, anywhere. The new system allows managers to have easy access to update the system remotely and provides reliable 24/7 access to building residents or tenants. Unlike other outdoor access control systems, IPAC does not require a dedicated computer or installed software, allowing for management of resident information from any browser through Web-based software. IPAC also stores information for up to 50,000 residents ensuring extensive system memory space for large communities and facilities. For further information on LiftMaster products visit www.liftmaster.com.

New Products listings are provided by the manufacturers and suppliers and selected by the editors for variety and innovation. For more information or to submit a New Products listing, e-mail Gerry Van Treeck at gvtgvt@earthlink.net.
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